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INT. HALL - 8AM

FADE IN

Hall with brown carpets with picture on wall.

JIMMY, 33, stripey blue pyjamas with blue slippers.

Jimmy walks on to centre stage to get mail just came in

through door. (CTS)

Picks up envelopes to see it’s all bills. (MS)

JIMMY

Huhhhh, all bills again.

FADE OUT

INT. 1PM - BEDROOM

FADE IN

The place is scattred with clothes all over the floor while

Jimmy is raiding his wardrobe reading all the bills he has

had building. Left wing. (MS)

FADE OUT

FADE IN

HILARY, 32, UNIFORM SUIT, SKIRT & BLOUSE.

Hilary walks in to the bedroom. front stage.(TS)

HILARY

Hello Jimmy I’m back from work and

I sa....., what the fu’?

JIMMY

They’re all out to get me Hilary,

you to, no one is safe.

Hilary bursts in to tears. Centre Stage (MS)

JIMMY

What are you crying about? They’ve

been doing it for years.

HILARY

It’s your bipolar again.

Hilary grabs Jimmy by the hand and pulls him through to the

living room. (LTS) Centre stage
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CONTINUED: 2.

Hilary is sitting on a recliner left wing.

Jimmy is lying on a sofa. Right wing. (LS)

Hilary is talking away to Jimmy but doesn’t realise until

she gets no reply that he’s blacked out. (ECU)

Hilary phones 999.

INT. PRIVATE WARD - 3PM

Hospital bed, window, bedside table, TV across.

Jimmy awakes with Hilary beside bed. Centre stage. (MS)

JIMMY

What happened? Where am I?

HILARY

Your in hospital you blacked

out. The doctor said nothing

serious, you should be discharged

in a couple of days.

JIMMY

Oh great, a minimum of 2 days

inclusive of rotton food.

Hilary looks up and giggles. (CU)

FADE OUT
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